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From: John Cutting 
To: Kay Flynn 
Subject: fwd: 990455-TL 305 Area Code 

===NOTE===============7/07/99==9:06am=======================================
I am e-mailing you with a specific question regarding the title of this 
docket. Although there has been a lot of talk about the AC problem in the 
Keys I no official FPSC action has been taken to date and the procedural CASR 
schedule has yet to be finalized. However I it now looks like whatever 
solution is instituted will impact not only customers in the Keys but also 
customers in the mainland portion of the 305/786 AC (i.e' l the docket title 
needs to reflect the whole region). Therefore, my question is simply how 
does one go about changing the title of a docket. LEG thinks there is 
probably an SOP or APM to cover this topic but I thought you might have 
addressed this subject in the past. Can you help? 

Fwd=by:=Kay=Flynn=====7/12/99==7:42am=======================================
Fwd to: John Cutting 

It's actually very simple. Send an e-mail to me asking that the title be 
changed and including the wording for the new title. I'll print the e-mail, 
document number it, and change the title. 

Fwd=by:=John=Cutting==7/12/99=10:41am=======================================
Fwd to: Kay Flynn 
CC: Catherine Bedell, Levent Ileri, Michael Barrett, will Cox 

New title: Request for review of proposed numbering plan relief for the 
305/786 area code - Dade and Monroe Counties (Keys region) 

Fwd=by:=Will=Cox======7/12/99=11:36am=======================================
Fwd to: John Cutting 

I think you need to remove "Keys region". 
Fwd=by:=John=Cutting==7/12/99=11:38am=======================================
Fwd to: Will Cox 

I included it because part of Monroe county is in the 941 area code. Am I 
missing something? 

Fwd=by:=Will=Cox======7/12/99=11:44am=======================================
Fwd to: John Cutting 

Well then it should be: 

Dade County and Monroe County/Keys Region 

os something like that. 

Fwd=by:=John=Cutting==7/12/99=11:56am======================================= 
Fwd to: Kay Flynn, will Cox 

I hope you haven't made any official change yet because it looks like legal 
doesn't like my new title. I don't have the "will" to fight will on this 
point. Is it possible that the title could be (re)worded to read: 

Request for review of proposed numbering plan relief for the 305/786 area 
code - Dade County and Monroe County/Keys Region 

Fwd=by:=Kay=Flynn=========================================================== 
Fwd to: John Cutting 
CC: will Cox 

It hasn't been changed yet, so we'll use THESE words when we change it. 

Also l I am going to add Dade and Monroe County officials to the docket 
mailing list so they'll receive orders and any notices issued in the docket. 
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